
 
   

DI41-7 
 

45CM Fully integrated Dishwasher with  
Finger-friendly St\steel door and handle 
AAA Rated 

 

EAN13: 8017709112479 
energy saving

10 Place settings

5 Programmes

4 Temperatures (45° 55° 65° 70°)

4 BUTTONS:

On\Off

Delay timer 9h

Selector for multi action tablets

Programme selector

LIGHTS:

Salt

Rinse aid

Shuttle system

Total aquastop

Condensor drying

Concealed heating element

Maximum plate diameter: 30cm

Average wash time approximately 100 mins

Adjustable water softner

Self balancing door hinges

Easyglide St\steel baskets

St\steel filter

Aquatest

Eco programme EN50242

Water: 13 litres

Energy: 1.01 kWh

Energy efficiency A

Washing performance A

Drying performance A

Noise level 46 dB (A) re 1 pW

Nominal power: 2.20 kW

 

 

 
  

 



NB: This model replaces the DI41

FUNCTIONS
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DI41-7 
built-in 

fully integrated 
45 cm 

stainless steel 
shuttle system 

energy rating AAA  
 

Aquatest:
An electronic infrared sensor measures the clarity of the incoming water from the tank. At pre-determined intervals the 
electronic board decides whether to continue with the pre-wash cycle or to move on to heat the water for the wash programme. 
Dishwashers with the Aquatest feature are able to keep consumption of water and energy to a minimum, depending on the the 
degree of dirt on the dishes.

Energy Efficiency:
The Energy Saving Trust has been set up to monitor companies, and register models that fully comply with the strict 
parameters set out by the Energy Efficiency Endorsement Scheme. Only AAA rated appliances can be registered with the 
scheme, and display the logo (shown on the left). For further information go to 
http://www.est.org.uk/myhome/efficientproducts/

Finger-friendly stainless steel:
A special coating is applied to the stainless steel on vulnerable parts of the dishwasher, keeping the finish in a pristine 
condition. Currently available on the DF614SF and DF410SF with other models to follow.
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DI41-7 

None 
built-in 

fully integrated 
45 cm 

stainless steel 
shuttle system 

energy rating AAA  
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